West Coast Auto Dealer
SEE3SLAM Shoot-Out
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. One (1) CAR will be given away, courtesy of West
Coast Auto Dealers. The West Coast Auto Dealer
Shoot-Out contest is organized and operated by TC
Sunrise Rotary SEE3SLAM.
2. The sole winner of the West Coast Auto Dealer
Shoot-Out will win a car. Vehicle will be on display
throughout the community leading up to and during
event/contest.
3. Contestants MUST be at least eighteen (18) years of
age and own a valid driver’s license.
4. No purchase is necessary to win. Odds of winning
depend on number of entries and contestants.
5. A $5 entry fee will be collected for each shot taken
in Preliminary Qualifying Round.
Contestants can pay for as many shots as necessary to
qualify, but may only qualify once for this contest.

6. The contest winner is responsible for all taxes and
license fees pertaining to the Nissan Versa Note,
which must be satisfied prior to taking possession.
Actual possession of the vehicle will be made
available sometime during the week following the
SEE3SLAM tournament.

7. West Coast Auto Dealer employees, members of the
organizing committee, and any of their children or
spouses are not eligible to enter contest.
8. NO CONTESTANT WHO HAS PLAYED ANY
PROFESSIONAL BASKETBALL, OR HAS PLAYED ANY
COLLEGIATE BASKETBALL IN THE PRIOR FIVE (5)
YEARS, WILL BE PERMITTED TO PARTICIPATE.
9. Contestants must sign any appropriate qualification
certificate or waiver as required by TC Sunrise Rotary.
DEFINITIONS:
1. TC Sunrise Rotary (SEE3SLAM): A Washington
nonprofit corporation and tax exempt organization
under 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
2. ½ Court Shot: A basketball shot taken from an
identified location placed approximately 47 feet from
the base of the specified basketball structure.
Participants must not step over the line as determined
by the line judge.
3. 3-point Shot: A Basketball shot taken from an
identified location placed approximately 19 feet, 9
inches from the center of the rim of the specified
basketball structure. Participants must not step over
the line as determined by the line judge.

4. Shoot Off: each remaining contestant will be given
shot (3-point or ½ court depending on round). A
made shoot will result in contestant moving
forward to next round. A missed shot will eliminate
contestant from future rounds. If all contestants
miss shot in round, that round will be re-done. If
only one player makes shot in round, that player
qualifies for finals and all other contestants that
started that round will continue until desired
number of contestants qualify for finals
PROCEDURES:
1. Preliminary Qualifying Round:
Saturday of
tournament, from approximately 9:00am to
3:00pm. Cost: $5 for one (1) shot. A made 3-point
shot qualifies contestant for next round.
2. All contestants that made 3-point shot in
Preliminary Qualifying Round will return between
4:00pm and 5:00pm for continued qualifying. A
round by round 3-point shoot off will continue until
three (3) contestants remain that advance to finals.
SEE3SLAM reserves the right to expand or shrink
finals from three participants as is needed to ensure
Final Round starts at scheduled time and also allows
sufficient time for contest conclusion.
3. Contestants will be instructed on what time to
return for subsequent rounds based on number of
shooters remaining.
4. Final Round: scheduled to begin at 6:00pm
Saturday of the tournament. SEE3SLAM reserves
the right to push back the start time of final round
as needed to accommodate additional qualifying.

5. If a contestant steps on or over the designated
shooting line prior to releasing the ball as determined
by line judge, the shot is not valid and will be counted
as a miss. The line judge’s decision will be final.
6. Eligibility, age, and claims made by winners are
subject to verification. By accepting the prize, the
winner consents to the use of his/her name, likeness,
and photographs for advertising, trade, and
promotional purposes in all media without additional
compensation.
7. By entering the West Coast Auto Dealer SEE3SLAM
Shoot-Out, participants agree to release SEE3SLAM
organizers, dealers, and all identified, direct
promotional partners associated with this contest,
and their agents, from all liability, claims, actions, or
proceedings relating to the contest or use of the
prizes.
8. All determinations and interpretations of the Official
Rules and Procedures pertaining to this contest shall
be made at the sole discretion of the SEE3SLAM, or its
assignee, and shall be final and conclusive.
Furthermore, these Official Rules and Procedures are
subject to change due to circumstances outside of the
control of SEE3SLAM, including without limitation,
state registration requirements and adverse weather
conditions or scheduling delays.

GOOD LUCK & HAVE FUN!

